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Starting from the first crystal structure of the extracellular segment of the Rvâ3 integrin receptor
with a cyclic RGD ligand bound to the active site, structural models for the interactions of
known ligands with the Rvâ3 integrin receptor were generated by automated computational
docking. The obtained complexes were evaluated for their consistency with structure-activity
relationships and site-directed mutagenesis data. A comparison between the calculated
interaction free energies and the experimental biological activities was also made. All the
possible interactions of the investigated compounds at the active site and the probable ligand
binding conformations provide an improved basis for structure-based rational ligand design.
Additionally, our docking results allow a further validation and refinement of the pharma-
cophore model previously postulated by us.

Introduction

Integrins are large heterodimeric cell surface recep-
tors, which mediate signal transduction through inter-
actions with cellular or extracellular ligands.1,2 These
receptors are composed of one R and one â subunit, both
characterized by a large N-terminal extracellular do-
main, a transmembrane domain, and a short C-terminal
intracellular tail. Eighteen R and eight â mammalian
subunits are known, which assemble noncovalently into
more than 26 different heterodimers.3 The most common
integrin binding sequence is the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)
motif, found within many extracellular matrix proteins
and disintegrins.4,5 However, different integrins recog-
nize diverse RGD-containing proteins differently. The
specificity is attributed to the sequences flanking the
RGD triad, the auxiliary binding motifs in the ligand,
and to a large extent to the conformational presentation
of the triad.6

Here, we focus on the Rvâ3 integrin (vitronectin
receptor), which binds various RGD-containing pro-
teins,7 including fibronectin, fibrinogen, vitronectin, and
many disintegrins and small peptides. The Rvâ3 integrin
is expressed on the surface of a variety of cell types,
including platelets, endothelial cells, vascular smooth
muscle cells, osteoclasts, and tumor cells. This integrin
plays a key role in numerous physiological processes
such as angiogenesis,8-10 apoptosis,11,12 and bone re-
sorption.13,14

Ligands15 of integrin Rvâ3 are expected to have a
major impact on the treatment of several human
diseases such as osteoporosis,16,17 rheumatoid arth-
ritis,18-20 and cancer.21-24 One major problem in the
design of strong and selective Rvâ3 integrin ligands in
the past has been the lack of detailed structural

information on the interaction between Rvâ3 integrin
receptor and its ligands. Until recently, drug design
efforts have relied on pharmacophore hypotheses de-
rived from the structures of known ligands. Three
pharmacophoric regions have been identified: (i) a
carboxylate group, (ii) a guanidinium(-like) moiety, and
(iii) a hydrophobic group, the geometrical relationships
of which were elucidated.25,26 Although this pharma-
cophore model was successful in developing highly
potent ligands, many uncertainties remain about the
details of the receptor-ligand interaction.

With the appearance of the X-ray structure of the Rvâ3
integrin headgroup27 together with the first complex of
the Rvâ3 integrin extracellular segment with an RGD-
containing ligand bound to the active site,28 structure-
based rational design of highly active ligands becomes
possible. Based on the apo-Rvâ3 integrin headgroup,
molecular modeling studies were performed to identify
the binding region and to predict the conformational
changes accompanying the ligand binding event.29,30 A
comparison between the modeled protein complex and
the experimentally observed one shows that the trend
in the â-subunit change has been predicted correctly as
well as the position of the metal ion in the MIDAS
region while the orientation of the arginine mimetic
group in the docked ligand differs from that in the X-ray
structure. Recently, manual docking has been carried
out using the unbound Rvâ3 integrin in an effort to
elucidate the binding mode of some nonpeptide ligands.31

However, in contrast with the crystal structure of the
ligand-integrin complex, all of the investigated com-
pounds in the latter study do not bind to the metal ion
at the MIDAS region, which was assumed to be unoc-
cupied as in the unbound receptor.

Here, we report docking studies of Rvâ3 ligands using
the recently published X-ray complex in order to better
understand the ligand-integrin interactions and to
define the pharmacophoric requirements of the ligands
on a structural basis. The automated molecular docking
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calculations were carried out using the version 3.0.5 of
the AutoDock program, which has been shown to
successfully reproduce experimentally observed binding
modes.32,33 While the protein is required to be rigid, the
program allows torsional flexibility in the ligand. It
combines an energy evaluation through precalculated
grids of affinity potentials with a variety of search
algorithms to find suitable binding positions for a ligand
on a given protein.

For docking experiments, we have chosen peptidic,
peptidomimetic, and nonpeptidic compounds with a high
molecular diversity and inhibitory potencies ranging
from micromolar to nanomolar values. The structures
of the investigated ligands are shown in Figure 1.

Extensive ligand-based drug design studies, using
cyclic peptide libraries with constrained backbone con-
formations, led to the discover of the Rvâ3-selective first-
generation cyclic pentapeptide cyclo(-RGDfV-).6,26,34 The
systematic derivatization of this peptide35 resulted in
the N-alkylated cyclopeptide cyclo(-RGDf[NMe]V-)36 (I,
IC50 ) 0.6 nM), which is in clinical phase II as
anticancer drug (Cilengitide, EMD 121974). This is the
ligand for which the crystal structure of the complex
has been reported. In our study, cyclo(-RGDf[NMe]V-)
has been used as a reference for the analysis of the other
compounds. The semipeptide 2-mercaptobenzoyl-(NR-
methyl)RGD-2-mercaptoanilide cyclic disulfide (II) is an
active analogue with a Ki of 3.5 nM, whose structure

unbound to an integrin receptor has been solved by
X-ray diffraction. 37,38

Later on, several turn mimetics and sugar amino
acids were incorporate into the lead structure cyclo-
(-RGDfV-) by replacing the D-Phe-Val dipeptide unit.39,40

These investigations led to several potent Rvâ3 pepti-
domimetic ligands, among which we have chosen the
cyclo(-RGD“R-ANC”) as a representative compound (III,
IC50 ) 0.8 nM)39 for this study.

A systematic study of all retro-, inverso-, and retro-
inverso isomers of the sequence RGDFV yielded the
highly active compound cyclo(-vfdGR-) (IV, IC50 ) 40
nΜ).41 Subsequently, novel nonpeptidic ligands have
been designed by several groups.42-46 Most of them
contained an N-terminal guanidino, benzamidino, or
aminopyridine group and a carboxyl group separated
by a well-defined distance. The introduction of a benz-
imidazole residue as an arginine mimic resulted in
compounds Va and Vb, which display nanomolar activ-
ity toward Rvâ3 (Ki ) 15 nM and Ki ) 2 nM, respect-
ively).47-49 Recently, the highly active compounds VIa
(IC50 ) 150 nM), VIb (IC50 ) 2.6 nM), and VII (IC50 )
6 nM) were derived in our laboratories from RGD-
mimetic libraries.50-52

The automated docking was performed on this subset
of representative ligands. For less active or inactive
parent compounds, manual docking was carried out in
an attempt to elucidate the reasons behind the reduced

Figure 1. Structures of the investigated ligands.
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biological activity. Moreover, the correlation between the
biological activities of the compounds and calculated
ligand-protein interaction energies was investigated.

This is the first study that examines the relationship
between the structure and the potency of Rvâ3 integrin
ligands on the level of binding free energy predictions
using automated docking algorithm.

Methods
Docking. Docking calculations were performed using ver-

sion 3.0.5 of the AutoDock program package.32 Three search
methods, Monte Carlo simulated annealing, a traditional
genetic algorithm, and the Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm
(LGA) are available in AutoDock 3.0.5 It has been shown that
the most efficient, reliable, and successful of these methods is
the latter.32

Thus, docking of ligands I-VII to Rvâ3 integrin was carried
out using the provided empirical free energy function and the
LGA as implemented in AutoDock program, applying a
protocol with an initial population of 50 randomly placed
individuals, a maximum number of 1.5 × 106 energy evalua-
tions, a mutation rate of 0.01, a crossover rate of 0.80, and an
elitism value of 1. For the local search, the pseudo-Solis and
Wets algorithm was applied using a maximum of 300 inter-
actions per local search. Fifty independent docking runs were
carried out for each ligand. Results differing by less than 1.5
Å in positional root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) were clus-
tered together and represented by the result with the most
favorable free energy of binding. The obtained complexes were
energetically minimized using both steepest descent and
conjugated gradient algorithms, permitting only the ligand and
the side chain atoms of the protein within a radius of 5 Å
around the ligand to relax. Energy minimizations were carried
out employing the DISCOVER program with the CVFF force
field.59

Ligand Setup. The structures of the ligands were gener-
ated from the standard fragment library of the SYBYL
software version 6.8,53 if no experimental structure was
available. Geometry optimizations were achieved with the
SYBYL/MAXIMIN2 minimizer by applying the BFGS (Broy-
den, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shannon) algorithm54 with a
convergence criterion of 0.001 kcal/mol and employing the
TRIPOS force field.55 Partial atomic charges were assigned
using the semiempirical MOPAC/AM1 method,56 as imple-
mented in the SYBYL package. In case of the nonpeptidic
ligands, all the relevant torsion angles were treated as flexible
during the docking process, allowing thus a search of the
conformational space. In the compounds Va and Vb, the
various benzodiazepine ring conformations were taken into
account. For VIa and VIb, the Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD)57 was searched to investigate the conformational prefer-
ence of the diacylhydrazine moiety. Since the torsion angle
C-N-N-C was mostly found to be -90°, which is also in
accordance to ab initio studies,58 the geometry of this fragment
was held fixed during the calculations. If the configuration of
one stereocenter is not reported, both the S and the R isomers
were analyzed, otherwise the published stereochemistry was
chosen. For the peptidic and peptidomimetic ligands, the
conformations in solution as experimentally determined by
NMR and subsequent molecular dynamics (MD) in explicit
solvent were used as starting conformation. During the dock-
ing process the backbone conformation was held fixed, while
the side chain dihedral angles were free to rotate.

Protein Setup. Xiong et al. have recently solved the crystal
structure of the extracellular domain of the Rvâ3 integrin
receptor in complex with I and in the presence of the proad-
hesive ion Mn2+ (PDB entry code ) 1L5G).28 Since in the X-ray
structure the headgroup of Rvâ3 integrin, which comprises the
â propeller domain of Rv and the âA domain of â3, has been
identified as the ligand binding region, the docking was
performed only on the globular head. The protein structure
was set up for docking as follows: polar hydrogens were added
using the BIOPOLYMERS module of the SYBYL program

(residues Arg, Lys, Glu, and Asp were considered ionized while
all His were considered neutral by default), Kollman united-
atom partial charges were assigned, and all waters were
removed. Because of the lack of parameters for the Mn2+ ions,
we modeled them by replacing the Mn2+ ions in the experi-
mental protein structure with Ca2+ ions. To optimize the side
chain and the hydrogen positions, the protein structure was
minimized using both steepest descent and conjugate gradient,
keeping the backbone atoms constrained. The optimization was
carried out employing the DISCOVER program59 with the
CVFF force field. Solvation parameters were added to the final
protein file using the ADDSOL utility of the AutoDock
program. The grid maps, representing the protein in the
docking process, were calculated with AutoGrid. The grids
were chosen to be large enough to include a significant part
of the protein around the binding site. In all cases, we used
grid maps with 61 × 61 × 61 points with a grid-point spacing
of 0.375 Å. The center of the grid was set to be coincident with
the mass center of the ligand in the crystal complex.

Results

Docking of the compounds I-VII revealed a consis-
tent set of recurring interactions. An important char-
acteristic of the interaction between all the substrates
and the Rvâ3 integrin receptor is the presence of an
extensive network of hydrogen bonds between the ligand
and the receptor side chains. The most important
interactions found for each compound are summarized
in Table 1. Although the predicted free energy of binding
is a useful descriptor of ligand-receptor complementa-
rity, the choice of the “best” docking model was ulti-
mately dictated also by its agreement with the structure-
activity relationships (SARs) and the site-directed
mutagenesis data. Finally, for each ligand a comparison
with some less active parent compounds was made. The
results are briefly described in the following section.

I. With the aim to test the AutoDock program for its
ability to reproduce the crystallized binding geometry
of cyclo(-RGDf[NMe]V-), as well as for comparative
purposes, I was subjected to automated docking calcula-
tions. The program was successful in reproducing the
experimentally found binding mode of I, as it corre-
sponds to the most populated cluster and is among the
first three solutions (estimated free energy of binding,
E ) -8.9 kcal/mol). Both the X-ray complex and the
calculated complex reveal that the cyclic pentapeptide
inserts into a crevice between the propeller and the âA
domain on the integrin head. The Arg and the Asp side
chains of the ligand point to opposite direction. The Arg
side chain inserts into a narrow groove at the top of the
propeller domain, and its guanidinium group is held in
place by a bidentate salt bridge to (R)-Asp218 and by
an additional salt bridge to (R)-Asp150. On the opposite
side, one of the Asp carboxylate oxygens contacts the
metal ion at the MIDAS in âA, while the other carboxy-
late oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone
amide hydrogen of (â)-Asn215. Furthermore, the back-
bone NH of Asp is involved in a hydrogen bond with
the backbone carbonyl oxygen of (â)-Arg216. The glycine
residue lies at the interface between the R and â
subunits directly on the surface of the protein, making
hydrophobic interactions. Additionally, D-Phe is involved
in a Τ-shaped interaction with (â)-Tyr122. The valine
side chain does not seem to interact with the protein at
all.28,30 A schematic representation of the above-
described interactions is depicted in Figure 2.
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From our docking calculations we found a possible
second binding mode, which is less populated in our
calculations and has a 2 kcal/mol higher free energy of
binding. The difference in respect to the top-ranking
binding mode resides in the orientation of the upper part
of the ligand, which occupies the region of (R)-Ile216 and
(â)-Lys253, making some hydrophobic interactions. As
the cleft in which the ligand binds is rather shallow and
the upper portion of the ligand makes virtually no
contact with the protein, a certain ambiguity of the
ligand orientation may be possible. In both orientations,
it seems as if the Asp and Arg of the RGD ligands act
like an electrostatic clamp, attaching to charged regions
of the protein.30

II. The compound with the lowest free energy of
binding (E ) -10.6 kcal/mol) is representative of the
most populated cluster and strongly resembles the best
calculated (and experimentally observed) binding mode
of I. As shown in Figure 3, the guanidinium group
engages a bidentate salt bridge to the (R)-Asp150

carboxylate group and donates a hydrogen bond to the
(R)-Asp 218 and (R)-Gln180 side chains. In the same way
as I, the Asp carboxylate group coordinates the Ca2+

ion and acts as a hydrogen bond acceptor for the
backbone NH of (â)-Asn215. The aromatic ring next to
the Asp residue appears to be oriented such that a
T-shaped interaction with the (â)-Tyr122 side chain can
occur. An alternative binding mode occurs less fre-
quently and with a higher calculated free energy of
binding (E ) -8.6 kcal/mol) and shows the two aromatic
moieties allocated in a large region composed of the
following residues: (R)-Ala215, (R)-Ile216, (R)-Agr248,
(â)-Asp251, (â)-Ala252, (â)-Lys253.

III. As III is a chiral compound, both enantiomers
were considered for docking. Notwithstanding the struc-
tural similarities at the RGD site, the two analogues
reveal different biological activities (RGD“R-ANC”, IC50
) 0.8 nM and RGD“S-ANC”, IC50 ) 40 nM). The
superposition of the two structures, which were deter-
mined by NMR spectroscopy and MD simulation in

Table 1. Result of 50 Independent Docking Runs for Each Liganda

ligand Ntot ∆Gbind surrounding residues

I 4 -8.9 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-T212, (R)-A213, (R)-D218, (â)-R214, (â)-N215,
(â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123

II 3 -10.6 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-T212, (R)-A213, (R)-D218, (â)-R214, (â)-N215,
(â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-E220, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-D251

III 4 -8.9 (R)-D150, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-T212, (R)-A213, (R)-A215, (R)-D218, (â)-R214, (â)-N215,
(â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123

IV 3 -8.1 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-T212, (R)-A213, (R)-D218, (â)-R214, (â)-N215,
(â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-D251

Va 4 -10.3 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-T212, (R)-A213, (R)-A215, (R)-D218, (â)-R214,
(â)-N215, (â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-E220

Vb 3 -10.3 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-T212, (R)-A213, (R)-A215, (R)-D218, (â)-R214,
(â)-N215, (â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-E220

VIa 4 -9.0 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-A213, (R)-D218, (â)-N215, (â)-R216, (â)-D217,
(â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-E220, (â)-D251, (â)-A252

VIb 4 -9.4 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-A215, (R)-D218, (â)-V157, (â)-N215, (â)-R216, (â)-D217,
(â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-D251, (â)-A252

VII 4 -9.2 (R)-D150, (R)-F177, (R)-Y178, (R)-Q180, (R)-A215, (R)-D218, (R)-A213, (R)-Q214, (R)-A215,
(â)-R214, (â)-N215, (â)-R216, (â)-D217, (â)-A218, (â)-S121, (â)-Y122, (â)-S123, (â)-E220, (â)-D251.

a Ntot is the number of conformational clusters; ∆Gbind is the estimated free energy of binding for the top cluster results and is given
in kcal/mol. The last column shows the residues of the binding site located within 5 Å from any atom of the docked ligands. Residues,
which form hydrogen bonds with the ligand are highlighted in bold.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of I-Rvâ3 integrin complex showing the major protein-ligand interactions.
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water, shows that the S-ANC differs from the R-ANC
derivative by a 180° rotation of the lactam bond. Thus,
it was postulated that the carbonyl group in the R-ANC
motif might interact as hydrogen bond acceptor with the
receptor. Automated docking of the R-ANC derivative
revealed a preference for a single position in the binding
pocket. The ligand is found to be in the same location
as I in the crystal structure (Figure 4). One of the Asp
carboxylate oxygens of the ligand complexes the Ca2+

ion at the MIDAS region in âA, while the other forms a
hydrogen bond with the backbone NH of (â)-Asn215.
The glycine residue lies at the interface between the R
and â subunits, making an hydrophobic interaction with
(â)-Ala218. The Arg side chain inserts into a groove of
the propeller domain forming a bidentate salt bridge to
(R)-Asp218 and a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl oxygen
of (R)-Gln180 side chain. A hydrogen bond from the
guanidinium group of (â)-Arg214 to the backbone CO
of Asp in the ligand was observed. The expected
hydrogen bond was found between the carbonyl oxygen
of the R-ANC moiety and the guanidinium group of (â)-
Arg214. For the RGD“R-ANC”, a less populated binding
mode in which the upper part occupies the region of (R)-
Ile216 and (â)-Ala252 was also found. The estimated
free energy of binding of this less favored binding mode
is raised by 2 kcal/mol.

Manual docking of the (S)-enantiomer reveals that a
similar interaction is not possible, since the carbonyl
group in the S-ANC moiety points inside the cycle of
the peptidomimetic compound. Thus, the weaker activ-
ity of the (S)-enantiomer might be ascribed to the
nonproductive orientation of the S-ANC carbonyl group.

Many other rigid building blocks such as the â-turn
dipeptide (S,S)-spiro-Pro-Leu were used to replace the
D-Phe-Val dipeptide unit in the lead structure cyclo(-
RGDfV-). 39 The cyclo(RGD“spiro”) shows no activity
within the limits of the test system. This was somewhat
surprising as the region of the RGD sequence is very
similar to that in the lead structure cyclo(-RGDfV-). In
an effort to elucidate the reasons for the inactivity of
cyclo(RGD“spiro”), manual docking was carried out. The
dramatic drop in affinity seems to be related to the steric
hindrance of the spiro system in the binding site. We
observed a severe clash between the spiro moiety and
the (â)-Tyr122 backbone as well as the (â)-Ser123 side
chain.

IV. The automated docking calculations of IV resulted
in the binding mode depicted in Figure 5. The hydrogen
bonds from the guanidinium group in the ligand to the
carboxylate oxygens of (R)-Asp150 and (R)-Asp218 are
conserved. The other vital interaction between the
carboxylate group of Asp in the ligand and the Ca2+ ion

Figure 3. Stereoview showing the binding of compound II to Rvâ3 integrin receptor. The ligand is shown in yellow and the metal
ion at the MIDAS region in green. Hydrogen bonds are represented with dashed green lines. Nonpolar hydrogens were removed
for clarity.

Figure 4. Stereoview showing the binding of compound III to Rvâ3 integrin receptor. Nonpolar hydrogens were removed for
clarity.

Figure 5. Stereoview showing the binding of compound IV to Rvâ3 integrin receptor. Nonpolar hydrogens were removed for
clarity.
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bound to the MIDAS is preserved as well as the
hydrogen bond from one of the carboxylate oxygens to
the backbone NH of (â)-Asn215. The phenyl ring is
oriented in a such a way that a T-shaped interaction
with the aromatic side chain of (â)-Tyr122 is possible.
The distance between the centroids of the two rings is
4.3 Å. In the case of IV, in which all the peptide bonds
have an inverted orientation with respect to I, the
hydrogen bond between the Asp NH in the ligand and
the backbone CO of (â)-Arg216 found in the X-ray
complex was not observed for the peptide IV.

Manual superposition of the inactive peptide cyclo-
(-VfdGr-)41 on both the solution and the crystallized
conformation of I, as well as on solution structure of
IV, reveals a slight difference in the position of Asp CR

and a strong difference in the orientation of the CR-Câ

vector in the Asp residue. Manual docking as well as
automated docking calculations show that the orienta-
tion of the CR-Câ vector in the Asp residue of cyclo-
(-VfdGr-) does not allow a coordination with the metal
ion at the MIDAS region. In the case of cyclo(-VfdGr-),
the automated docking calculations did not converge to
a highly populated cluster. It seems as if the cyclo-
(-VfdGr-) is not able to find a stable position in the
binding site. Given these considerations, we believe that
a incorrect orientation of the vector CR-Câ in the Asp
residue is the reason for the inactivity of cyclo(-VfdGr-
). However, a more extensive study has to be carried
out in order to confirm our hypothesis.

Va and Vb. Prior to the publication of the X-ray
structure of the ligand-integrin complex, docking cal-
culations were performed with the compound Va start-
ing from the crystal structure of the unbound integrin.29

While the interactions of the acidic moiety of Va turned
out to be the same in the modeled complex and in the
recently reported X-ray complex, in the earlier docking
calculations the arginine mimetic moiety of the ligand
bound in the region of (R)-Asp148 and (R)-Tyr178
instead of in the region of (R)-Asp150 and (R)-Asp218
in the Rv propeller domain. Here, using the crystal
structure of the Rvâ3 in the bound conformation, the
same ligand was subjected to 50 docking runs as
described in Methods. The docking of Va reveals that
the equatorial benzodiazepine ring conformation enables
a favorable interaction with the receptor, while the axial
ring conformation prevents the ligand from complexing
the Ca2+ ion. For the equatorial conformation, a clear
preference for one single binding mode is observed. The
first top 30 structures are placed similarly to I in the
crystal complex and show comparable interactions as
shown in Figure 6. The benzodiazepine ring lies at the
interface between the R and â subunits and forms the
center of an extensive network of polar interactions. One

of the carboxylate oxygens forms an hydrogen bond with
the backbone NH of (â)-Asn215, while the second oxygen
coordinates the Ca2+ ion at the MIDAS region in âA.
The position of the benzodiazepine ring is further
stabilized by an hydrogen bond between the carbonyl
oxygen in the seven-membered ring and the (â)-Arg214
side chain, and by an additional hydrogen bond between
the NH in the benzodiazepine ring and the backbone
CO of the (â)-Arg216. As observed for I, the guanidine-
like functional group inserts in the groove at the top of
the propeller domain donating a hydrogen bond to the
(R)-Asp218 side chain (another less favorable cluster is
present in which the benzimidazole ring is rotated ca.
150°, allowing the formation of an hydrogen bond with
the (R)-Asp150 side chain). Furthermore, the benzimi-
dazole ring give rises to a T-shaped interaction with the
(R)-Tyr178 aromatic ring. The difference in results
between the new and the old docking calculations is due
to the use of the unbound integrin receptor.29 In the
unbound Rvâ3 integrin, the (R)-Asp150 side chain does
not point toward the active site, and the position of the
(R)-Asp218 is modified compared with the bound con-
formation of the same integrin. Moreover, the orienta-
tion of the (R)-Tyr178 in the unbound receptor does not
allow a favorable accommodation of the arginine mi-
metic group in the groove at the top of the propeller
domain.

By looking at the benzodiazepine series synthesized
so far, it is interesting to note that the amide N-
methylation in the compound Va (Ki )15 nM) resulted
in an increase in activity (Vb, Ki ) 2 nM).47 The higher
affinity of the methylated compound could be, in prin-
ciple, ascribed to additional hydrophobic interactions of
the methyl group or, alternatively, to the stabilization
of the benzimidazole ring in the correct position. To gain
more insight into this feature, we performed docking
studies on the methylated compound Vb. From a careful
examination of the resulted complex, no additional
hydrophobic interactions were found. Therefore, we
believe that the insertion of the methyl obliges the
benzimidazole ring to adopt the correct orientation.
However, the AutoDock program was not able to repro-
duce the slight difference in activity, since the meth-
ylated ligand has a calculated free energy of binding
equal to that of the nonmethylated compound (see Table
1).

In addition to the mentioned studies, m- and p-
benzamidine derivatives were synthesized as arginine-
mimetic.47 The p-benzamidine derivative has a Ki of 56
µM, while the meta derivative has a Ki of 0.5 µM.
Manual docking of the para derivative reveals that the
arginine-mimetic portion is not properly oriented, as the
amidine terminus points outside the receptor surface.

Figure 6. Stereoview showing the binding of compound Va to Rvâ3 integrin receptor.
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In the case of the m-benzamidine derivative, the ami-
dine terminus inserts partially into the protein groove
enabling some hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, it has
been found that exclusively the S-enantiomer is active,
which demonstrates once more that not only the dis-
tances between the carboxylate moiety and the remain-
ing pharmacophoric points are important, but also the
correct relative orientation of them.

VIa and VIb. For compound VIa, both S- and
R-enantiomers were synthesized and their potencies
were evaluated.51 Since the S-enantiomer exhibited a
higher affinity to the Rvâ3 receptor (IC50 ) 150 nM) than
the respective R-enantiomer (IC50 ) 7200 nM), only the
first one was subjected to the automatic docking calcu-
lation. Just like I and most of the compounds here
docked, VIa locates in the center of the typical binding
pocket and shares common binding features.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the carboxylate group
coordinates the Ca2+ at the MIDAS region and, at the
same time, is involved in a hydrogen bond with the (â)-
Ser123 side chain. Compared to I, the carboxylate
groups are not coinciding in space, although they occupy
the same pocket and both coordinate the metal ion. A
hydrogen bond between the (â)-Asn215 backbone NH
and the carbonyl oxygen of the CONH2 group in the
ligand was found. Moreover, one NH of the diacyl-
hydrazine moieties together with the NH next to the
chiral carbon, both make hydrogen bonds with the
backbone CO of (â)-Arg216. In VIa, the aromatic spacer
appears to be optimally oriented for a π-stacking
interaction with the aromatic side chain of (R)-Tyr178.
The planes of the two rings are fairly parallel and
separated by a distance of 4.1 Å. The guanidinium group
of the ligand inserts into the groove at the top of the
propeller domain forming hydrogen bonds with the (R)-
Asp150 and (R)-Asp218 side chains.

Since the compound VIb (IC50 ) 2.6 nM) was syn-
thesized as racemic mixture, both enantiomers were
subjected to the automated docking calculations. As
occurred for the previously examined compounds, the
R-enantiomer does not seem to fit properly in the

binding region. Because of the structural similarity of
VIb and VIa, the binding mode of VIb is found to
strongly resemble that found for VIa. An interesting
feature is the position of the phenyl ring attached to
the chiral carbon. It inserts into a well-defined pocket
framed by the following residues: (â)-Ser121, (â)-
Tyr122, (â)-Ser123, (â)-Val157, (â)-Arg214, (â)-Asn215,
and (â)-Arg216. This deep cleft can accommodate the
Asp side chain in the peptidic ligands, as well as the
phenyl ring in VIb.

VII. A binding mode similar to that seen in the crystal
structure is also found for compound VII (S-enantiomer)
and is depicted in Figure 8. The most favorable result,
which has a free energy of binding of -9.2 kcal/mol,
places the pyridine ring of the ligand in the groove at
the top of the propeller domain, where also the arginine
side chain of I is positioned. The carboxylate group was
found to align with the accordant group of I in the X-ray
complex. Thus, the coordination to the Ca2+ ion at the
MIDAS and the hydrogen bond to the backbone NH of
(â)-Asn215 are conserved. The dichloro phenyl ring
inserts in a region composed mainly by the following
residues: (R)-Tyr178, (â)-Tyr122, (â)-Tyr166, (â)-Arg214,
(â)-Asn215, (â)-Arg216. In the top ranking cluster a
cation-π interaction between the phenyl ring of the
ligand and the (â)-Arg214 guanidinium group is present,
while in the second top ranking cluster the phenyl group
gives rise to a T-shaped interaction with the (â)-Tyr122
aromatic ring.

Discussion
The docking studies presented here provide a struc-

tural basis for a large range of integrin-ligand inter-
actions, which will allow the design of next-generation
compounds with enhanced activities. Nevertheless, the
consistency of our models needs first to be critically
assessed. However, at first glance, the docking results
seem to be self-consistent, as the functional groups of
similar chemical character are placed in similar ways
for all docked ligands and show comparable interactions
with the protein. Furthermore, the agreement between

Figure 7. Stereoview showing the binding of compound VIa to Rvâ3 integrin receptor.

Figure 8. Stereoview showing the binding of compound VII to avb3 integrin receptor.
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the calculated interaction free energies and the experi-
mental determined activities together with the reported
SAR studies suggest that the binding modes of the
examined ligands are reasonable.

Comparison between the Estimated Binding
Free Energy and the Biological Activity. The
chosen subset of compounds was used to derive a
relationship between experimental values of IC50 or Ki
and the values predicted by the AutoDock program. On
the basis of the traditional molecular force field model
of interaction, a new free energy binding score function,
which comprises the desolvation upon binding, was
derived and adopted in AutoDock.32 The new free energy
of binding E as estimated with the AutoDock program
compare reasonably well with the experimental inhibi-
tion data. The estimated Ki values for II, Va, and Vb
are in the nanomolar range as reported in the literature.
The compound VIb (IC50 ) 2.6 nM) was found to have
a lower estimated Ki as compared to VIa (IC50 ) 150
nM) and VII (IC50 ) 6 nM). Within a series of structur-
ally related compounds as in the case of VIa and VIb,
the program was able to determine the more active
compound, since the E as well as the calculated Ki are
lower for VIb. However, a comparison beyond these
general considerations is not feasible as the IC50 and
Ki values are not directly comparable, and the experi-
mental data were determined by different methods.
Moreover, the new energy function is reported to have
a residual standard error of about 2 kcal/mol, which
precludes a detailed comparison. Nevertheless, this is
a good performance for an empirical free energy func-
tion, as it allows a rather accurate estimation of the
affinity range as reported in the literature.

Validation of the Binding Models on the Basis
of SARs and Mutagenesis Data. In accordance with
the SAR studies made on cyclic peptides,25,26,34-36,39-41

the Asp and Arg side chains point in opposite direction
and are separated by a defined distance. The present
study together with the recent published X-ray complex
indicate that the occasionally postulated salt bridge
between the arginine and the aspartate side chain in
the solution conformation of the RGD-containing pep-
tides60,61 is not compatible with the bioactive conforma-
tion.

We believe that a proper distance between the argi-
nine and the aspartate group together with the correct
orientation of them is necessary to bind both the R and
the â subunits simultaneously. Indeed, substitution of
Arg by Lys or Asp by Glu in the lead compound cyclo-
(-RGDfV-) destroys the Rvâ3 binding activity.

Furthermore, SAR studies show that in I the replace-
ment of Gly by Ala or any other amino acid leads to a
dramatic drop in activity. This finding is consistent with
our complexes, in which a tight receptor binding occurs.
The methyl group of Ala residue or any other substit-
uents on that position prevents a close contact with the
protein surface by repulsive interactions with receptor
residues. In addition, the SAR investigations demon-
strate that a hydrophobic aromatic amino acid next to
the Asp increases the activity for the Rvâ3 receptor.
Thus, substitution of D-Phe by D-Trp or âNal increases
the binding affinity, while D-Pro or D-Tic abolishes the
activity. Superposition of the NMR structures of the
D-Phe, D-Pro or D-Tic containing peptides with the

docked ligands in the binding site, reveals that the D-Trp
enlarges the hydrophobic interaction with the (â)-Tyr
122, while the D-Pro or D-Tic containing peptides cannot
attach to the protein in a similar way without creating
clashes between the D-amino acid side chains and the
integrin surface.30 Moreover, screening of different
residues at the Val position of the lead cyclo(-RGDfV-)
compound demonstrate that this amino acid can be
replaced by many different moieties of variable size.39

This is in complete accordance with our models, in which
the part corresponding to the Val side chain in cyclo-
(-RGDfV-) does not make any contacts to the protein.

Regarding the benzodiazepine compounds Va and Vb,
the SARs clearly indicate the importance of a free NH
group in the guanidinium mimetic moiety, since meth-
ylation of the benzimidazole nitrogen cause a drop in
activity, as does a substitution of benzimidazole ring
with a benzoxazole or a benzothiazole ring.48 This
finding is in agreement with the pharmacophoric role
assigned to this NH as it donates a hydrogen bond to
the (R)-Asp218 side chain in our complex-models. Fur-
thermore, substitution of benzimidazole system with an
indole ring led to a loss of activity, indicating that a
fused ring is important. A detailed analysis of our
docking results reveals a Τ-shaped interaction between
the aromatic ring in the arginine mimetic chain and the
(R)-Tyr 178 phenyl ring. Furthermore, the (â)-Asn 215
that is found to donate a hydrogen bond to one of the
carboxylate oxygens of all the ligands examined here
has recently identified as a critical residue for ligand
binding by site-directed mutagenesis.62

SARs relative to the recently synthesized RGD mi-
metic libraries are now reconsidered in the light of the
binding models for compound VIa, VIb, and VII.50-52

SARs studies clearly indicate that the replacement of
the CONH2 group in VIa with an aromatic moiety (VIb)
has a favorable impact on the activity to the vitronectin
receptor. This finding is in accordance with the favorable
accommodation of the phenyl ring in VIb in a pocket
made up by residues (R)-Tyr178, (â)-Tyr122, (â)-Tyr166,
(â)-Arg214, (â)-Asn215, and (â)-Arg216. This region has
been proposed as a probable ligand binding site on the
basis of site-direct mutagenesis studies, performed with
naturally occurring â3 mutants as well as photoaffinity
cross-linking experiments.62-64

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that in the
aryl guanidine series exchanging the meta-substituted
aromatic spacer with an alkyl chain leads to a drop in
activity.50 Our docking results reveal a π-stacking
interaction between the aromatic spacer in VIa and VIb
and the side chain of (R)-Tyr178. It is worth noting that
mutation of (R)-Tyr 178 to alanine in Rv abolishes
fibrinogen binding.64 In contrast, the pentanoic acid
spacer in conjunction with the 2-aminopyridine leads
to the highly active compound VII. The best combina-
tions between the spacers and the basic groups seems
to be the arylguanidine and the alkylaminopyridine.50

The reason might be the nonplanarity of the pyridine-
benzene system, which prevents the optimal spatial
orientation of the pharmacophoric basic group.

Our binding models and the mutagenesis data are
mutually consistent and collectively provide indications
on which interactions in the binding pocket might be
responsible for the variance in biological activity and
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which additional interactions may be taken into account
in the design of new ligands.

Recently, theoretical models of some non-peptide Rvâ3
ligands in complex with the integrin have been reported
by Feuston et al.31 These authors have performed
manual docking studies using the crystal structure of
the extracellular domain of the unbound Rvâ3 integrin
receptor. Although a direct comparison is not feasible
as the investigated compounds are different from ours,
a visual inspection of the reported complexes suggests
that the proposed binding models are different from that
presented by us. Specifically, all the ligands examined
by Feuston et al. have the carboxylic acid interacting
with (â)-Arg214, while in our complexes the carboxylate
coordinates the metal ion at the MIDAS region. It has
been postulated early on that the Ca2+ ion at the MIDAS
region of the âA domain in the â3 subunit interacts with
the aspartic acid of RGD peptides.2,63,65 Indeed, such an
interaction was recently observed for the cyclo(-RGDf-
[NMe]V-) in the X-ray complex,28 and its importance has
been recently discussed by Arnaout et al.66 The differ-
ence between our results and that obtained by Feuston
et al. is probably due to the fact that in the unbound
integrin Rvâ3, the MIDAS region was not occupied by a
metal ion, while in the bound structure used here a
metal ion binds in this region, shortening the distance
between the ion and the R-subunit and thus enabling
the simultaneous interaction of the ligands with the
metal ion and the R-subunit.

Pharmacophore Refinement and Guidelines for
Structure-Based Ligand Design. The binding site is
clearly dominated by polar residues, and the network
of the hydrogen bonds between the ligand and the
protein residues play a vital role in determining the
level of binding affinities for the Rvâ3 integrin receptor.
The challenge for the design of new strong and selective
ligands is to make maximum use of the available
interaction partners and minimize the conflicts.

Figure 9 shows an overlay of compounds II, III, Va,
and VII on the experimentally determined Rvâ3 integrin-
bound conformation of I. The ligands were superimposed
in their putative bioactive conformations by matching
the pharmacophoric elements and taking into account
their interactions with the Rvâ3 integrin receptor. In
accordance with a previously postulated pharmacophore
model,25,26 three main interaction sites, which consist
of an acidic, a basic, and a hydrophobic moiety can be
observed. The two main interaction sites in the protein,
which may serve as anchors for tight binding active
ligands, are given by the metal ion in the MIDAS region
(labeled as C in Figure 9) and by (R)-Asp150 and (R)-
Asp218 at the top of the propeller domain (labeled as
A). Ideally, the interaction with the metal ion is
complemented by favorable contacts with the backbone
carbonyl oxygen of (â)-Arg 216 (labeled as HB1) (cf. I,
Va, Vb, VIa, VIb) as well as with the side chain of (â)-
Arg214 (labeled as HB2) (cf. the binding models of III,
Va, Vb).

Differently, the interaction at the arginine site is
complemented by a favorable contact with the (R)-
Tyr178 ring (cf. the binding models of Va, Vb, VIa,
VIb). The molecular alignment illustrated in Figure 9
suggests the presence of two other sites, a hydrogen
bond donor and a hydrogen bond acceptor in the

proximity of the carboxylate moiety, which could further
refine the Rvâ3 ligand pharmacophore model. It has been
mentioned that the two novel hydrogen bonding groups
are not shared by all compounds and therefore have to
be considered as accessory. Indeed, compounds based
on the 2-benzazepine scaffold, which lack of the hydro-
gen bonding donor near the carboxylate moiety were
found to be highly active on the Rvâ3 integrin receptor.49

Additionally, a careful examination of the bound Rvâ3
integrin structure reveals the presence of a large cleft
(region of (R)-Asp148 and (â)-Tyr166) adjacent to the
pocket in which the carboxylate moiety of the ligand
inserts. None of the investigated ligands explores this
potential interaction site although the three residues
(R)-Glu121, (R)-Asp148, (â)-Arg216 appear to be opti-
mally oriented for hydrogen bonds formation.

Therefore, the following interactions are hypothesized
to govern the ligand-receptor recognition process: (i)
coordination of Ca2+ ion at the MIDAS from one car-
boxylate oxygen of the substrate; (ii) a salt bridge
between the (R)-Asp218 or the (R)-Asp150 and the
guanidine(-like) moiety of the bound ligand; (iii) a
Τ-shaped interaction between the (â)-Tyr122 side chain
and the aromatic ring of the ligand; (iv) a hydrogen bond
donated by one ligand NH to the carbonyl oxygen of (â)-
Arg216 backbone; (v) a hydrogen bond linking a carbo-
nyl group in the ligand to the (â)-Arg214 guanidinium
group in the protein. The distances between the phar-

Figure 9. Overlay of putative bioactive conformation of
compounds II, III, Va, and VII on the experimentally deter-
mined Rvâ3 integrin-bound conformation of I. (a, front-side
view; b, backside view). The nonpolar hydrogens and the
phenyl ring of VII are undisplayed for major clarity. A
represents the region of (R)-Asp 150 and (R)-Asp 218; C is the
MIDAS region in the â subunit; H corresponds to (â)-Tyr 122,
which interacts with the ligands which bear an aromatic ring
in the proximity of the carboxylate moiety via a Τ-shaped
interaction; HB1 and HB2 are the proposed novel hydrogen
bonding sites (HB1 acceptor and HB2 donor) corresponding
to the backbone CO of (â)-Arg 216 and the (â)-Arg 214 side
chain, respectively.
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macophoric points calculated as an average over the
bound conformations of compounds I-VII are shown in
Figure 10. These distances compare reasonably well
with that calculated in our previously proposed three-
points pharmacophore model.25,26

Conclusion

The recent availability of the X-ray structure of the
extracellular segment of integrin Rvâ3 in complex with
an RGD ligand has allowed us to determine the recep-
tor-bound conformations and the mutual alignment of
the most representative Rvâ3 ligands.

A detailed analysis of the interactions between ligands
and Rvâ3 receptors has pointed out which interaction
site in the binding pocket might be responsible for the
variation in biological activity and which additional
interaction can be taken into account for the design of
new compounds. Taken together these docking results
suggest that an ideal ligand may require a very-well-
placed set of polar groups which in turn allow the
coordination with the metal ion, the binding to both the
(R)-Asp150 and the (R)-Asp218, a polar interaction with
the (â)-Arg216 backbone as well as with (â)-Arg214 side
chain. The pharmacophore model originally proposed by
us has been further validated and refined by the
identification of two new hydrogen bonding groups. In
conclusion, the result reported here can usefully be
employed for the rational design of novel, potent Rvâ3
ligands in the search for novel anticancer drugs. The
next step in this line of research will be the design of
lead compounds based on our refined pharmacophore
model and on the active site topology.
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